Seder Plate

Beitzah - a hard-boiled egg.
Meaning...

Karpas - a vegetable dipped in salt water.
Meaning...

Chazeret - a bitter herb, usually romaine lettuce.
Meaning...

Maror - a bitter herb made from horseradish.
Meaning...

Z’ro’a - a roasted lamb bone.
Meaning...

Charoset - a paste of apples, walnuts and wine.
Meaning...
**Seder Plate Answers**

- **Beitzah** - a hard-boiled egg.
  - Meaning... *represents the offerings Jewish people made to God as part of their worship.*

- **Karpas** - a vegetable dipped in salt water.
  - Meaning... *reminds people of the tears the slaves in Egypt would have shed.*

- **Chazeret** - a bitter herb, usually romaine lettuce.
  - Meaning... *a symbol of the suffering of the Jewish people in Egypt.*

- **Maror** - a bitter herb made from horseradish.
  - Meaning... *a symbol of the suffering of the Jewish people in Egypt.*

- **Z’ro’a** - a roasted lamb bone.
  - Meaning... *a symbol of the offerings that the Jewish people made to God as part of their worship.*

- **Charoset** - a paste of apples, walnuts and wine.
  - Meaning... *it reminds people of the mortar (paste) that the Jewish slaves had to use when building things in Egypt.*